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India is a far-fetched country renowned all over the globe for its scenic beauty and cultural
integration. This unparalleled land of panoramic deviations summons scores of vacationers every
year from across the planet. India tour packages are unfailing and prompt way to travel around and
experience the unmatched landscape, age-old legacy, physical miscellany, religions, cuisines,
music, dances, magnificence fairs and festivals of the country. Some of the hot sought-after tour
packages of India can be booked at affordable cost. Have a look at the described tours. 

Rajasthan Colourful Heritage Tour:

Rajasthan colourful heritage tour is well customized, which takes vacationers and travellers to the
land of kings and queens. This colourful state is the majestic land where the tourists can witness the
left out legacies of Raj culture in its magnificent palaces, stunning forts, wonderful havelis, traditions
and culture. Herewith royal legacy Rajasthan is also known for its fascinating desert landscapes
spread over the three cities like Bikaner, Jodhpur and Jaisalmer.

North India Classical Tour:

North India is the terra firma of melting vessel. It is well-known across the world for its enduring
beauty of multicultural heritage, calendar full of festivals and geographical dissimilarities. Travellers
from across the planet prefer North India classical tour to experience myriad facets of this incredible
province of India. Some of the enchanting cities of North India are Shimla, Srinagar, Delhi,
Haridwar, Agra, Dehradun, Jaipur, Varanasi etc. 

Enchanting Kerala Tour: (Natural Paradise) 

Kerala is the top most destination in South India and it has been one of top 20 ranked destinations
of World tourism is travelled around by a large number of travellers throughout the year. The
speckled beauties of serene and picturesque nature create Kerala a celestial destination and
designated it with the title of 'God's Own Country' and also known as Natural Paradise. The
picturesque charm of beaches and backwaters are the most popular Kerala attractions which
enchant tourists most during their Kerala Tour. Kerala is the finest honeymoon destination for
honeymooners.

Golden Triangle Tour:

Golden Triangle tour is the most sought-after travel package that covers India's most popular
destinations Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. These three cities are most famous destinations of India
tourism well-known for their incredible monuments like Qutub Minar, Red Fort, India Gate, and
Lotus Temple, Humayunâ€™s tomb, Taj Mahal, Agra, Hawa Mahal, Amber Fort and array of tourist-
attractions. Golden triangle tour packages are the customized packages of the country for tourists
who want tof enjoy their holidays with less time and fund.
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Bilal Khaan - About Author:
Bilal Khaan get all achievable information about a India tour packages and Online Hotels Booking.
We also provide information about online hotel reservation, a golden triangle tour packages and
flights booking in India.
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